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Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data




PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
• Data publisher open to the scientific community
• Data library for earth system research
• Relational database with linked tape archive
• Data are stored georeferenced in space and time
• Distribution via web services
• Data warehouse
What is PANGAEA ?


















ice, water, air, 
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PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
Workflow in data publishing
Submission via ticket system (PI)




Publication with DOI & citation
Editorial
Review  
PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
Data Access
  Search engine > works like Google
  ART (Advanced Retrieval Tool) > curators only
  DDI (Direct Download Interface) > dynamic querie
  PanCore > Metadata search
  DOI (Digital Object Identifier) > persistent link
  Web service > distribution in the Internet
  Data Warehouse > retrieval & compilation
PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
Search engine
Info       Software       Advanced search







PANGAEA® - Publishing Network for Geoscientific & Environmental Data
Data warehouse
PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
Meteorological observations
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.269619
PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
Examples from Antarctic Research
Southern Ocean Atlas Sediments and RocksOzone profiles
EPICA
European Project for
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PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
PANGAEA® - Data Publisher for Earth & Environmental Data
no data found ?
might not be the problem of Pangaea ...
